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The ENCHEN brand is part of the Xiaomi ecosystem.
  
ENCHEN Traveller Shaver
The ENCHEN Traveller portable shaver is distinguished by its lightweight, compact design - it can accompany you almost anywhere. It is
IPX6  waterproof  and  cordless  -  its  working  time  reaches  60  minutes  on  a  single  charge.  It  is  equipped  with  3  movable  blades  and  a
powerful  motor,  which is  responsible  for  its  reliable  performance.  It  is  also  very  simple  and convenient  to  use. The kit  also  includes a
practical storage pouch and a USB-C cable.
 
 
Always with you
Do you travel often? The Traveller shaver will be perfect for you! Lightweight and compact - it won't take up much space in your sports
bag or backpack. It weighs only 65g - it will not be too much of a burden. You no longer have to give up the opportunity to shave your
beard while on a trip! Transport of the device is facilitated by the included pouch. 
 
 
Fast and close shaving
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Say goodbye to unwanted hair. The shaver uses 3 moving blades and a high-performance motor to quickly and effectively eliminate even
short,  stubborn hairs.  What's  more,  the device perfectly  adheres to  the skin  and adapts  to  the shape of  your  face.  You don't  have to
worry about irritation or cuts. No more tedious, time-consuming shaving!
 
 
Waterproof
Now you can easily keep your shaver in perfect condition. The device is distinguished by its IPX6 water resistance. So you can wash it
under running water without any worries. This way you will effectively get rid of bacteria and dirt. You will also avoid the proliferation of
germs, and thus reduce the risk of skin problems.
 
 
Cordless operation
What  else  makes  the  shaver  so  good  for  traveling?  The  cordless  design!  Say  goodbye  to  limiting  cables  and  enjoy  freedom.  The
long-lasting battery makes the device last up to 60 minutes. What's more, the USB-C interface allows you to charge the shaver not only
with a charger, but also with a powerbank or laptop, for example.
 
 
User-friendly
The shaver  head is  made of  high-quality  steel,  which is  completely  safe  for  the  skin  and non-irritating.  What's  more,  the  device  feels
great in the hand and is distinguished by a pleasant-to-touch matte texture. Its convenient operation is facilitated by a large button and
indicator. In addition, the charging port of the shaver has been additionally protected, so no dust or other contaminants can get into it.
 
 
In the box
Electric shaver
Storage pouch
Charging cable (USB-C)
Brand
ENCHEN
Name
Electric Shaver
Model
Traveller
Color
Navy blue
Rated power
2W
Input
5V / 350mA
Charging time
Approx. 90min
Charging interface
USB-C
Operating time
Approx. 60min
Dimensions
6.8x4.5x4.5cm
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Preço:

€ 14.00

Saúde e beleza, Shavers & Trimmers
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